SENDING TO THE WRONG RECEIVER
I N THE FUT URE BRING EXPERIENCE
THE EXPERIENCE
THEY HA D

RASMUS
WRONG RECEIVER

Rasmus receives a email

Rasmus goes to the postal

Rasmus doesn´t get the

notification from bring and is

office to pick up the package.

package, but understands why

curious, he hasn’t ordered

They explain the situation,

and is happy and surprised

anything.

apoloigize and give him a small

about the level of service.

"I had the most amazing service the other
day. I sent a urgent shipment to the wrong
person. I thought I had lost that customer for

bag of chocolate for his trouble.

sure, but Bring managed not only to stop the
package and ship it by express to my
customer (she even got it one day earlier
than I originally had paid for!), they were also
extremely professional: They both fixed the
situation with Rasmus, the guy I had sent it
to by mistake, and covered the extra cost for

JANE

express shipment. Really amazing."

RECEIVER

Jane is designing a building

As the deadline is apporaching

and has deadline soon

she spills coke on her computer

She calls Dan’s Computers

She asks for urgent help, so she

Jane receives the call and realizes

Janes gets the Mac at her home

can reach her deadline

that she won’t be able to reach

one day earlier than the original

the deadline.

scheduled delivery.

"I've had a really scary last few days: With
only a few days to deadline I spilled coke on
my computer and had to send it to Dan to
get it repaired. Two days after he called and

(Call answered in
few seconds)

DAN
WEBSHOP OWNER

Dan offers help

Dan works hard trying to

Dan fixes the computer

He packs it carefully

fix the computer

And ships it

Using bring.no he prints the

Dan attaches the label to

Dan delivers the package to the

Dan figures out he’s attached

Dan calls Bring customer service

through bring.no

labels for several shipments

Jane’s package

postal office

the wrong label and sent the

to ask for help

Hi! I’m Dan and I just
sent a package to the
wrong person...
I mixed up the labels...
and my custumer
really needs the
package. I’m so
embarrassed. Is there
anything I can do?

computer to Rasmus, not Jane.

Hello Dan’s
Computers, I´m
Marianne from the
Bring Customer
Service. How can I
help you?

BRING
FRONSTAGE

Bring.no interaction

Shipping label

Oh I see. It’s the
package you sent to
Rasmus yesterday?
in order to help you I
need to understand
the whole story.
Please, tell me: What
happened?

Yes! That’s the one. It
was supposed to go to
Jane and I put the
wrong label on it and
now the package is
sent to Rasmus
instead. Inside the
package is her Mac
that is really important
to her because she
needs it urgently for
her project and I
promised her that I
would deliver the
computer in 2 days, so
she has it before her
deadline.

said he had messed up and sent my mac with
all the project files to the wrong person. I ran

@ email
Oh, that’s good!
Thanks for keeping
me informed!

Ok, thank you.

around trying to find out what I would do

Marianne:
That is a really good
news, I hope Jane
can receive the
package when
originally planned,
because she really
needs it.

without my computer, but the very same day
a Bring delivery guy came on the door with

Oh! That’s awesome!

my mac! Dan had not only fixed the mac but
Thank you for
helping me, this
really saved my day.

got the wrong shipment stopped and sent to
me one day earlier. Totally saved my day, and
the project got delivered on time as well!
Really nice when people take responsibility

Thank you.
Dan calls Jane to explain her

I will try to stop and
redirect the Mac.
Doing so will cost up
to 600kr. I can’t
promise that we will
manage it, but if we
don’t then you of
course do not pay.

Ok, I understand the
problem...
It will be tricky to
solve this, but let me
see what I can do.

Dan is waiting for a notification

Dan receives an email with an

what happened and apoligizes

update about what is going on,

for messing up.

he answers.

Hello Dan! I wanted
to inform you that
the package has
been stopped now,
and is in our hands.

Is that OK? I will stay
in touch and keep
you up to date on
everything I do.

I will continue to
keep you posted on
what is happening.

email
+
sms

for their mistakes."
Dan is a happy man

Dan is waiting for a notification

Dear Dan,
The package is now
relabeled and will be
sent to Jane.
Best regards,
Marianne

Posten employee at the Postal

Call center employee answers

Call center employee calls Dan

Call center employee sends an

Call center employee calls Dan

Office receives the package

the call

to notify about the process

email and sms to Dan

about what happened

Hello Dan!
I have two updates:
#1 We didn’t get
hold of Rasmsus in
time, but the post
office explained the
situation and gave
him a small gift for
his trouble. I heard
he was happy.
#2: We just delivered
the Mac to Jane with
express delivery. You
were right that it
was important: She
was really happy to
get it. Normally
express delivery
costs 359kr, but I’ve
managed to lower
the bill to the normal
price of shipping at
147kr. Is that OK?

"You want some of this chocolate?
I got it from Posten because someone sent
me a package by mistake and when I went to
pick it up, of course it had been stopped.
Later I found out they had tried to call me
and everything, but they still gave this to me.
Really nice, not often companies treat you
that well!"

“I had a great day at work. We had this
customer who had sent an important
package to the wrong guy and was really
stressed out. The package was at the wrong
receivers post office, ready to be picked up
and a pick up SMS had already been sent! I
tried to call the wrong receiver, but didn’t get
through so instead I set it up so he would get
some chocolate if he tried to pick it up.
Which he did! I also set up express delivery
for the package, and managed to get the

R

BRING

l

package to the right receiver one day earlier
than she expected (which really made her

BACKSTAGE

happy! I heard she cried and everything when
she got it). Since I had set up express
delivery on my own accord I covered that
cost on the marketing budget and when I
Bring system receives the order

Bring system generates the label

Bring employee registers and
organizes packages

Bring employee puts packages
in transport system

Bring delivers the packages to
the regional hub

Bring delivers the packages to
Rasmus’ local postal office

Call center employee tries to call

Call center employee calls

Employee at Rasmus’ postal

Call center employee updates

Bring employee at postal

Call center employee calls for

Express delivery guy goes to

where the package is.

Rasmus to explain the situation,

Rasmus’ postal office and

called the customer he was so happy! You

office says that she will stop the

the system and puts in

office changes the label

express delivery and gives the

Rasmus’ post office and picks

It’s at Rasmus’ postal office.

but he doesn’t answer. She

explains the situation. She also

could hear him smiling!”

package and change the label

information about the situation,

of the package

the information they needs to

up the package

sends an email.

sends her the information

so if someone else picks up

needed to create a new label

when Dan calls they will know

Call center employee checks

what’s happened.

deliver the package today.

